1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Successful implementation of genetic materials as new therapeutic tools relies to a large degree on the appropriate delivery system. The efficiency of delivery by current methods still remains too low for many clinical applications or has raised serious safety concerns in experimental clinical trials. Therefore, new delivery agents are needed that combine a high degree of target specificity and efficient functional delivery with minimal immunogenicity. Ideally, such carriers could be easily loaded with a therapeutic cargo of choice e.g. nucleic acids, protein or drug. The first step towards efficient therapeutic delivery of siRNA or microRNAs (miRNAs) upon incorporation into the carrier vesicle is favorable association with and internalization of the transport carriers, by the target cell. Depending on their surface characteristics and size, these vesicles are taken up by recipient cells via different endocytic routes, including clathrin- or caveolae-dependent endocytosis, macropinocytosis and phagocytosis. However, not all routes of delivery and uptake will ultimately lead to effective functional cargo release in the desired intracellular compartment. RNAi-mediated therapeutics via naturally produced nano-vesicles known as exosomes have received much attention because of their apparent ability to incorporate functional miRNAs and to deliver them to target cells [@bb0005]. However, how these vesicles select for specific recipient cells in vivo remains incompletely understood. Interestingly, exosomes when released by certain virus infected cells, appear to be equipped with selected viral products that modify and potentially enhance their physiological function. Such exosomes may thus hold critical advantages that could be exploited for siRNA and/or miRNA targeting and delivery in vivo. Thus knowledge on viruses and how they exploit exosomes may aid in the engineering of potent nano-vehicles for specific and efficient delivery of genetic material.

2. MVBs and the molecular machineries that regulate exosome biogenesis {#s0010}
======================================================================

During maturation of late endosomes (LE) the limiting membranes of endosomes start to bud inward resulting in the formation of isolated intraluminal vesicles (ILV) approximately 100 nm in size. These specialized type of endosomes are known as multivesicular bodies (MVB) and the ILVs function presumably as dynamic platforms for the selective sorting of ubiquitinated and non-ubiquitinated cargo destined for either degradation in lysosomes or recycling. After fusion of MVBs with the lysosome, the cargo is degraded by the acidic environment of the formed endolysosome [@bb0010]. However, not all ILVs are delivered to the lysosomes for degradation. Some ILVs escape degradation and instead are secreted into the extracellular environment upon fusion of the limiting membrane of the MVB with the plasma (see [Fig. 1](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} ) [@bb0015] that allows secretion of the ILVs as exosomes. Recent studies indicate that these extracellular membrane vesicles of endocytic origin have interesting characteristics in common with enveloped RNA viruses [@bb0020]. Indeed, like retroviruses, exosomes incorporate genetic material such as microRNAs (miRNA) and are able to deliver these to neighboring and distal cells. Moreover their RNA content is delivered to specific intracellular sites of the recipient cell where 'RNA-induced silencing complexes' (RISC) are situated that have an important role in epigenetic gene regulation [@bb0025]. These important key features of exosomes prompted a high interest of the drug delivery community because these properties may be exploited for drug delivery purposes.Fig. 1Formation and release of virus-modified exosomes. Intraluminal vesicles the presumed precursors of exosomes, are formed by inward budding in the lumen of multivesicular bodies (MVBs). The process of internal budding leads to an encapsulation of cytoplasmic content from the cell of origin, including host and/or viral components such as nucleic acids (e.g. small non-coding RNA and mRNA) and proteins (e.g. proteins situated in the cytoplasm, membrane bound proteins, viral (glyco)proteins). The exact mechanism of how nucleic acids are packaged into exosomes is unclear and maybe due to simple (random) inclusion of molecules or by active and selective packaging of certain nucleic acid species such as miRNAs. Induced exosome release and selective cargo incorporation are evident in virus-infected cells. When released to the extracellular environment, exosomes have the same orientation as the cell membrane and have been shown to display many of the surface markers from their cell of origin. While incorporation of viral proteins into exosomes appears to be selective; the criterion determining their exosomal faith is yet to be defined. (Nucleus, N; Epstein - Barr virus, EBV).

The multivesicular body (MVB) is important for the sorting of molecules for the degradation pathway or for exosome secretion [@bb0030]. Ubiquitin attached to proteins is a targeting signal to direct cargo into the ILVs. In the lysosome the cargo will be degraded [@bb0035]. However, cargo can also be excluded from these ILVs and can be recycled or transported to other sites or cellular compartments [@bb0030]. Endosomal sorting complexes required for transport (ESCRTs) are involved in the trafficking of the cargo from endosomes to lysosomes for degradation. Four distinct ESCRTs are known, namely ESCRT-0, ESCRT-I, ESCRT-II, and ESCRT-III. ESCRT-0, -I and --II recognize the ubiquitylated cargo in the MVB that is marked for sorting into lysosomes. ESCRT-III plays a role in the concentration of the cargo and recruits de-ubiquitylating enzymes to remove the ubiquitin that is necessary before the cargo enters the ILVs [@bb0030], [@bb0040], [@bb0045]. Cells lacking ESCRT proteins produce fewer MVBs and ILVs and fail to deliver ubiquitylated cargo to lysosomes [@bb0515]. Although an essential role for ESCRT in ILV formation has been described in yeast, whereas in mammalian cells ILVs can be formed in an ESCRT-independent manner since simultaneous knockdown of all major ESCRT components did not completely inhibit MVB biogenesis nor ILV formation [@bb0055]. Furthermore, there is also evidence that exosome secretion is at least in part ESCRT-independent [@bb0060], [@bb0065]. This leads to the hypothesis that higher eukaryotes use the ESCRT system together with ESCRT-independent pathways, which seems to be driven by lipids, to form ILVs [@bb0045], [@bb0070]. Trajkovic et al. demonstrated that lipid driven pathway may select cargo for protein sorting that requires the sphingolipid ceramide. Another lipid that may be crucially involved in ILV formation is the phospholipid lysobisphosphatidic acid (LBPA). Lipid-rich domains bend inward and form a vesicle in this way. LBPA and ceramide both have a cone-shape structure, which is thought to facilitate the inward transformation of the membrane [@bb0030]. It seems that lipids are involved in the formation of ILVs out of MVBs, while ESCRTs are mainly involved in cargo sorting. It is currently unknown what the molecular mechanism(s) are behind the fusion of ILV loaded MVBs with the plasma membrane. SNAREs are molecules of large evolutionary conserved family of proteins that are involved in membrane tethering, docking and fusion [@bb0075]. Most SNAREs are type II membrane proteins with highly specific docking properties. When a v-SNARE of one membrane interacts with the t-SNARE of the opposite membrane fusion takes place [@bb0080]. Rab, small transport step-specific GTP-binding proteins, and other tethering molecules support the fusion of MVB or lysosomes with the plasma membrane that is necessary for exosome release [@bb0075], [@bb0080].

2.1. Properties of exosomes {#s0015}
---------------------------

Exosomes were first described as external membrane vesicles originating from maturing reticulocytes and seen as a method of these cells to remove obsolete material [@bb0085], [@bb0090], [@bb0095]. Subsequent electron-microscopy studies showed fusion events between late endosomes and the plasma membrane in multiple hematopoietic cell types suggesting the content of MVBs was released into the extracellular space as exosomes. Due to their origin exosomes are seen as a specialized type of microvesicles not to be confused with "shedding" vesicles that derive from the plasma membrane. Indeed proteomic analysis together with EM studies strongly suggested that ILVs are intracellular precursors of exosomes [@bb0100]. A function for exosomes in cell-cell communication was first proposed by Raposo et al. that showed exosomes from B cells can incorporate and transport functional antigen-presenting complexes [@bb0105]. We now know that exosomes are released by most if not all cell types, including dendritic cells, mast cells, T cells, B cells, epithelial cells, mesenchymal stem cells, neuronal cells and many tumor cells [@bb0110]. Although exosomes are one of several groups of cell-secreted vesicles, they are relatively well-characterized and defined for their biophysical and biochemical properties compared to other secreted membrane vesicles.

Exosomes are typically purified from the supernatant of cultured cells by ultracentrifugation with 50--100 nm diameter size and a density in sucrose of 1.13--1.19 g/ml. Proteomic analysis has demonstrated that exosomes contain defined sets of lipid and proteins and are carriers of nucleic acids, including messenger RNA (mRNA) and non-coding micro RNA (miRNA)[@bb0115], [@bb0120] (see [Fig. 2](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} ). While most exosomes share a core set of proteins and lipids, their content is to some extent dependent on the cell type that produces them. It has been speculated that exosomes may derive from different MVB subsets producing distinct subtypes of exosomes. In agreement with this notion our own studies indicated that two exosomal proteins are localized in distinct endosome-like vesicles [@bb0125].Fig. 2Extracellular exosomes, expressing a defined set of proteins and lipids, deliver small non-coding RNA to a target cell. When exosomes leave the cell of origin, some will enter the blood stream or other bodily fluids where they can be taken up by other cells as a means of cell-to-cell communication. Depending on a targeting strategy, bioengineered or virus-modified exosomes are destined to engage cell-specific receptors. Exosomes that are taken up by endocytosis will fuse with the endosomal membrane to release their genetic cargo into the cytoplasm where they might associate with the RNAi (RISC) machinery to block mRNA translation into protein. (Nucleus, N).

Mass spectrometry contributed to the discovery of over 4000 different proteins identified in exosomes [@bb0130]. Whether all these proteins contribute to their function remains to be seen, but there seems to be a clear conserved protein repertoire in exosomes across cell-types and species [@bb0135]. For example the endosomal proteins such as Alix and TSG101 have been identified in the majority of the exosomes studied for their protein content thus far. In addition, heat shock proteins, which are involved in protein trafficking, are frequently found in exosomes [@bb0520]. Exosomes are further enriched in tetraspanins, like CD9, CD63, CD81 and CD82, which are important molecules for protein-protein interactions in cellular membranes. Tetraspanins bind many proteins, including integrins and MHC molecules [@bb0015], [@bb0145], [@bb0150], [@bb0155]. Specific Rab proteins a highly conserved family of small GTPases that functional as molecular switches and coordinate membrane traffic [@bb0160] are often observed in exosomes by mass-spectrometry. Exosomes are also rich in annexins, membrane trafficking proteins that are involved in fusion events. Furthermore cytoskeletal proteins like myosine, actin and tubulin are present in exosomes. Finally, metabolic enzymes, antigen presentation molecules, ribosomal proteins and signal transduction molecules are shown to be present in exosomes [@bb0130].

Besides selected sets of proteins, exosomes also incorporate (functional) nucleic acids, most notably small RNA molecules [@bb0525] presumably, due to a close intracellular interaction with RISC-assembly complexes situated at endo-lysosmal membranes [@bb0170]. Of all RNA molecules detected in exosomes, the class of 22nt long, non-coding miRNAs has received attention since the discovery that miRNAs can be functionally transferred to recipient cells [@bb0005], [@bb0120]. MiRNAs regulate gene expression by binding imperfectly to the 3′ untranslated region of the target mRNA that results in translational repression of the mRNA into protein [@bb0175], [@bb0180]. This mechanism is somewhat different from siRNA mediated gene repression as siRNAs are perfectly complementary to their target sequence resulting in mRNA degradation [@bb0185]. In essence, miRNA regulated repression of genes is reversible while siRNA mediated repression is not. The biogenesis of miRNAs starts in the nucleus with transcription of DNA by RNA polymerase II into primary miRNA (pri-miRNA) [@bb0190]. The pri-miRNA must contain hairpin stem loop structures of approximately 33 basepairs, which is critical for DiGeorge Syndrome Critical Region Gene 8 (DGCR8) protein binding. Thereafter pri-miRNA is cleaved into pre-micro RNA by the Drosha--DGCR8 microprocessor complex formed of RNase III enzyme Drosha and the DGCR8 protein. The formed pre-miRNA is exported from the nucleus to the cytoplasm by Exportin-5 in complex with Ran-GTP, where the pre-miRNA is further cleaved into the 22 nucleotide miRNA by the Dicer-TRBP-PACT complex, consisting of the RNase III enzyme Dicer, transactivation responsive RNA-binding protein (TRBP) and p53-associated cellular protein (PACT). The functional strand is then loaded into the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) by Argonaute (AGO) proteins, where the miRNA guides RISC to silence target mRNA. The passenger strand, however, is degraded [@bb0025], [@bb0195], [@bb0200].

2.2. Endosomes/endocytic pathway {#s0020}
--------------------------------

The ability of exosomes to incorporate and transfer functional miRNAs in a cell-type specific manner has drawn much attention by gene-therapists as an attractive alternative for delivery of therapeutic genetic material [@bb0115]. The mode of entry for engulfing external material is important to which intracellular compartments the material is directed. For many viruses for instance their specific entry route defines its life cycle. For one, it is important for a virus to either avoid direct uptake to lysosomes, a process called endosomal escape. Alternatively choosing the site of replication is equally important while some viruses replicate in the host cell nucleus, others prefer the cytoplasm while others replicate in specific organelles such as late endosomes or MVBs or assemble at the plasma membrane.

Little is known how exosomes (or subsets thereof) may enter recipient cells. It has been suggested that this occurs via specific lipid or ligand-receptor interactions. For instance, exosomes that express intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM1) can bind lymphocyte function-associated antigen 1 (LFA1) expressed by DCs and T cells. Furthermore, exosomes appear to carry phosphatidylserine, which can bind to phosphatidylserine receptors like T cell immunoglobulin domain and mucin domain protein 1 (TIM1) and TIM4 [@bb0015]. In addition MHCII positive exosomes could specifically target CD8 + T cells whereas MHCI positive exosomes may target CD4 + T cells. Finally, there is evidence that selected galectins, carried by exosomes from (EBV-infected) B cells can function as specific receptors for TIM(3) molecules on target (T) cells. Despite these points of evidence there is much to be learned about the mechanisms by which (subtypes of) exosomes and their genetic material are transported into recipient cells and whether this transport is functional. Because of the apparent similarities between exosomes and certain RNA viruses, it is useful to briefly revisit how viruses can target their cell of interest and discuss whether targeting of exosomes may function in similar ways.

3. Viral factors in cell targeting and entry {#s0025}
============================================

How to enter a cell and to overcome the intracellular barriers for specific delivery of genetic material into defined cellular compartments is perhaps best answered by studying viruses. To multiply, viruses must successfully deliver their genome into host cells while avoiding (innate) immune recognition and exploit the host\'s intracellular machinery for replication. Efficient viral infection depends on the following sequence of events: (a) binding to cell surface receptors, (b) internalization pathways into cells, (c) escape from endocytic vesicles, and (d) delivery of the viral genome into the nucleus.

To enter the host cell, most viruses first engage with specific cellular membrane proteins or/and receptors that induce conformational changes required for facilitating viral entry. Attachment factors such as proteoglycans or extracellular matrix proteins bind to viruses to concentrate virus particles on the cell surface in a nonspecific way. However, true virus receptors are involved in a more specific binding to target cells. Ultimately these receptors determine which cell types can be infected. A plethora of different surface receptors, entry proteins, and attachment factors of viruses have been described [@bb0205]. As an example, adenoviruses use the coxsackie and adenovirus receptor (CAR) as primary binding receptor and integrins as co-receptors to closely interact with target cells [@bb0210]. Other well-known viral entry proteins are for example haemagglutinin, that initiates cell entry for influenza virus and binds with high affinity to the sialic acid receptor [@bb0215]. The CD21 complement receptor on B cells is the prime target of the gp350 viral envelope protein of Epstein Barr Virus (EBV), in combination with MHCII that is used as a co-receptor [@bb0220]. Thus viruses can interact with their target cells in a very efficient, yet specific manner, ensuring the opening of a defined point of entry that will allow their intracellular voyage towards productive replication. Whether such specificity also exists for cell-secreted exosomes by which they deliver genetic cargo remains to be determined.

Viruses use several distinct endocytic routes for internalization into the host cell: clathrin mediated endocytosis, caveolar endocytosis, and clathrin- and caveolae-independent endocytosis [@bb0225]. In addition, some viruses e.g. herpes viruses, retroviruses and paramyxoviruses, seemed to enter cells through direct fusion with the plasma membrane [@bb0205], [@bb0215]. However improvements in rapid visualization techniques revealed that fusion of HIV-1 with the host cell membrane was preceded by receptor-mediated internalization [@bb0230]. The simplicity of genome delivery is demonstrated by less sophisticated viruses that use a most efficient method of releasing their genome into the cytosol [@bb0235], [@bb0240]. Non-enveloped adenoviruses, enter cells by classical endocytosis and after internalization, these viruses relocalize to endosomes but escape acidification (and degradation in lysosomes) under suitable conditions. The adenovirus disrupts the endosomal membrane by binding of external proteins to the lipid bilayer of the endosome, causing pore formation and releases its capsid into the cytosol [@bb0215]. The viral capsid will then dock to the nuclear membrane to deliver viral genome for replication. The lysosomal escape mechanism is well timed, occurring only after a decrease in pH [@bb0245]. Interestingly, enveloped viruses including HIV can also fuse with endosomal membranes to mediate viral release into the cytosol thus the ultimately entry site of HIV-1 occurs in the endosomal compartments and not at the plasma membrane. This form of viral fusion to the endosomes is sensitive to a dynamin inhibitor, dynasore, suggesting that the HIV-1 infects cells through a dynamin-dependent fusion event within intracellular (endosomal) compartments [@bb0230]. Thus, viruses evolved remarkable strategies to enter the target cells and avoid lysosomal degradation, a dead-end for most exogenous particles that enter via classic endocytic pathways. Insight into the intracellular trafficking of viruses may thus provide a rationale for improving delivery systems of genetic material including synthetic vesicles such as liposomes and naturally occurring exosomes.

3.1. Viral factors can be exploited for targeting therapeutic vesicles {#s0030}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Currently used gene delivery systems can be divided roughly into two groups; the viral and the non-viral vectors. Non-viral vectors, like cationic liposomes, are less toxic and immunogenic than the viral vectors. The cationic liposomes have been improved for a more specific gene transfer. The use of targeting ligands, like transferrin, can improve cellular delivery of cationic liposomes. Furthermore endosomal escape, which is required for the transfer of functional siRNAs or miRNAs is facilitated by lipids such as DOPE [@bb0250], [@bb0255]. However specific organ or tissue targeting of these vesicles remains a big hurdle. In addition, the short lifetime and aggregation of cationic liposomes are problematic for efficient delivery of genetic material that could potentially be overcome by the addition of poly(ethylene glycol) PEG [@bb0260]. PEG modification could stabilize liposomes and might protect the siRNA from serum degradation, making them more suitable for RNA delivery although this has not yet been clinically validated.

One promising approach is to combine nonviral and viral components, thus taking the advantages of both to efficiently target delivery of siRNAs. The best known examples are virosomes and virus-like particles (VLPs). Whereas virosomes are vesicles which consist of unilamellar phospholipid bilayer with incorporated virus derived proteins to allow virosomes to fuse with target cells [@bb0265], VLPs are made by the transfection of a production cell line with a single plasmid encoding viral structural proteins. Self-assembly of capsid proteins generates non-infectious particles packed with bio-engineered cargo [@bb0270]. VLPs are produced by more than 30 different viruses [@bb0275] and these VLP have shown to successfully transfer nucleic acids [@bb0280], [@bb0285], [@bb0290] However, they exhibit limited packaging capacity and they can be immunogenic [@bb0285]. One interesting example of successful combinatory method is by coating liposomes with inactivated hemagglutinating virus of Japan (HVJ). HVJ liposomes have two important envelope proteins that are involved in membrane fusion and after fusion they can introduce DNA directly into the cytoplasm [@bb0295].

4. Viruses manipulate exosome composition and production {#s0035}
========================================================

Viruses hijack the endosomal pathway or the endosomal machinery for their own benefit, not only to produce new virions in the productive stages, but also for ingenious means of immunoevasion or to facilitate viral spread. Besides by modifying the proteome and genetic content of exosomes, it appears that viruses exploit a whole range of secreted vesicles as recently reviewed by Meckes et al. [@bb0300]. HIV for instance exploits the ESCRT machinery, for the formation of a particular exosome-like vesicle that is closely involved with viral budding from the plasma membrane [@bb0300], [@bb0305], [@bb0310]. Based on this observation the 'Trojan Horse hypothesis' predicts that some retroviruses maybe packaged specifically within an exosome-like 'coat', that allows a stealthy infection modus of neighboring cells i.e. without the use of envelope glycoproteins (Env) and/or retroviral receptors [@bb0315]. In addition, exosomes released from HIV infected cells may contain co-receptors (CCR5) that when transferred to neighboring/recipient cells may enhance their susceptibility to infection by HIV promoting viral spread [@bb0320]. Although, many details are unknown, another interesting observation is the specific release and transport of the HIV Nef protein to neighboring cells via exosomes or 'nanotubes' [@bb0530]. Nef is able to alter the endosomal system altogether by increasing the number of endosomes, lysosomes and MVBs [@bb0320], [@bb0330]. Nef is widely considered as an HIV virulence factor and one mechanism maybe the secretion via exosomes that is associated with the induction of apoptosis of responding CD4 + T cells [@bb0335]. Collectively, these observations link Nef in exosomes to HIV pathogenesis by means of stimulating immuno-evasion.

Our own studies have shown that the EBV encoded latent membrane protein-1, (LMP1) plays an important role in exosome secretion of the infected cells. LMP1 is a potential oncoprotein that induces constitutive NF-κB activation driving the continuous proliferation of latency type III lymphoblastoid B cell line (LCL) cells in vitro. To avoid over-activation of NF-κB a condition that is associated with EBV-associated lymphomas and non-EBV associated diffuse large B cell lymphomas [@bb0340], LMP1 is not rapidly degraded but instead escapes by secretion via exosomes. This occurs by the selective association of LMP1 with the tetraspanin CD63 that drives sorting and secretion via exosomes. Importantly secreted LMP1 has negative effects on T-cell responses, helping the infected cell to escape from immune responses [@bb0125], [@bb0345] similar to what has been observed for secreted Nef. Interestingly, the EBV-LMP1 protein has some key biochemical characteristics in common with HIV-Nef protein and the gp41 envelope protein. Specifically, LMP1 shares a conserved transmembrane domain with the Env proteins that are carried by proteins of other classes of retroviruses [@bb0345].

Since there are many remarkable similarities between viruses and exosomes, it has been suggested that viral immune evasive and targeting properties could be used in artificial non-viral carriers for an optimal target cell selection in drug delivery [@bb0350]. Because virus-encoded envelope proteins exhibit superior binding and entry specificity the efficacy of exosomes delivering genetic material, could be improved by incorporating selected viral proteins [@bb0355]. In fact, naturally produced exosomes that are released from EBV producing cells may carry the viral glycoprotein gp350 on their surface [@bb0220]. In line with these findings Vallhov et al. suggested that exosomes could be engineered to selectively target CD21 positive B cells, by introducing gp350 in exosomes produced by non-infected cells. Indeed as a proof of principle these authors showed that HEK293 cells overexpressing EBV encoded gp350 release exosomes carrying this protein that specifically target CD21 positive B cells [@bb0220]. However caution should be made before administering these exosomes in vivo as CD21 is also expressed by other cells such as follicular DCs. Nevertheless, engulfment of gp350-containing exosomes by leukemic blasts (chronic lymphocytic leukemia, B-CLL) and presentation of gp350-derived peptides evoked EBV-specific T cells redirecting strong antiviral cellular response towards malignant B-cells [@bb0360]. One could speculate that these 'targeted' exosomes, loaded with an miRNA or siRNA that inhibits the function of an activated oncogene in B-CLL might be very powerful and cell-specific therapeutic tool. It is likely that additional CD21 + cells such as follicular DCs will not be affected by such therapeutic RNA since these cells do not express the target mRNA.

The gB envelope protein of human herpes virus type 1 also gains access to luminal vesicles and is released via exosomes. This observation was interpreted as an immune-evasive function of the virus diverting class II molecules from efficient antigen presentation location within the cell. Yet, the primary function of HSV1-gB is to mediate fusion to the target cell thus permitting viral entry. It thus seems attractive to study gB-driven exosome targeting and uptake by susceptible cells [@bb0365]. Moreover, Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) envelop glycoproteins, such as E2, interacts with human tetraspanin CD81 to be sorted into exosomes. These HCV CD81-protein complexes are detected in blood samples of HCV-patients, suggesting yet another role of exosomes in viral pathogenesis [@bb0370]. Collectively, these studies indicate that both DNA and retroviruses viruses highjack the endosomal--exosomal pathway not exclusively for their productive life cycle but also for other purposes such as evading immune responses. Alternatively, modified exosomes carrying viral proteins can be used as effective vaccines, indicating the safety of this approach. Besides incorporation of gp350 into naturally produced exosomes similar schemes have been attempted on related carrier vesicles. For instance the incorporation of vesicular stomatitis virus-encoded G protein (VSV-G) into HIV-based viral vectors enhances the uptake of these virus-like particle particles by dendritic cells [@bb0375]. Similarly, incorporation of VSV-G coupled to antigen ovalbumin (OVA) into exosome-like vesicles, yields to their elevated uptake by dendritic cells [@bb0380]. These DCs that engulfed modified exosomes showed enhanced presentation of exosomal OVA antigens and induced specific CTL responses, suggesting that the targeting of antigens and viral fusion proteins to exosomes improves exosomal vaccines. The efficacy of viral proteins in exosomal vaccines has further been tested in a study from Kuate et al. showing that exosome-based vaccines containing the S protein of the SARS coronavirus induce neutralizing antibody titers [@bb0385].

4.1. Virus modified exosomes deliver functional genetic material {#s0040}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Many similarities in biochemical composition, biogenesis and cellular release of exosomes and retroviruses have been mentioned and studied in detail. This has led some to hypothesize that retroviruses may have evolved to utilize a preexisting host endosomal-exosome biogenesis pathway for the formation of infectious virus and their egress [@bb0310]. Retroviruses like exosomes contain RNA; whereas the RNA of retroviruses makes up their entire genome, exosomes may contain a diverse population of RNA molecules including miRNA and mRNA [@bb0020], [@bb0315]. HIV-1 assembly appears to take place at the late endosomal membrane of macrophages, while in T cells, HIV seems to preferentially bud from the plasma membrane. Strikingly, even assembly of HIV at the plasma membrane shares similarities with endosomal budding, for instance the recruitment of ESCRT machinery is required for efficient budding [@bb0315]. The fact that exosomes as well as retroviruses require high levels of cholesterol and glycosphingolipids (both contain a common glycan coat with high mannose and complex N-linked glycans) suggest similar requirements for particle assembly. Detection of endosomal markers, such as CD63, in association with macrophage-derived virions again suggests that viral assembly and budding takes a route similar to exosomal release by MVB [@bb0390]. Indeed, MVB proteins like E class proteins participate in HIV budding and probably also in other (retro) viruses [@bb0395], [@bb0400].

Baretto et al. showed that infection of epithelial cells with Rotavirus (RV) increases the release of membrane vesicles with typical exosome markers. These exosomes from RV-infected cells showed a higher T-cell inhibition than exosomes from non-infected cells however no viral products were detected in these vesicles [@bb0405]. This clearly suggests that the content of exosomes of RV- infected cells is different from the exosomes of non-infected cells. Similar findings in HIV-infected cells indicate specific incorporation and release of the host-encoded anti-viral protein APOBEC3G which is abundantly secreted via exosomes [@bb0020], [@bb0410]. In addition, we have shown that EBV-infected B cells secrete LMP1 via exosomes that have immunodulatory properties on T cells and DCs [@bb0415], [@bb0420], [@bb0425]. Finally, we were first in demonstrating that virus-infected cells package virus-encoded RNAs into exosomes that are delivered into non-infected recipient cells. Specifically, we showed that high copy numbers of EBV encoded BART-miRNAs are transported via exosomes and that these are functional in multiple recipient cells including primary monocyte-derived DCs. Importantly, we also observed transfer of a subset of viral miRNAs from infected to non-infected cells in humans [@bb0005] and proposed that exosomes may be designed to deliver small RNA because of their specialized biogenesis and presumed entry route [@bb0525]. These observations have later been confirmed by others [@bb0300], suggesting that viral factors, once incorporated into the appropriate delivery vesicles such as endogenously produced exosomes, could be exploited for therapeutic RNAi-approaches with increased targeting efficacy.

5. Exosomes current and future perspectives {#s0045}
===========================================

RNA interference (RNAi) is a gene silencing process in cells that is initiated by small RNA like siRNA, piRNA and miRNAs. These non-coding inhibitory small RNAs are believed to have originated as an innate defense mechanism against viral infections. But soon it was discovered that introduction of these small RNAs into mammalian cells lead to specific inhibition of gene expression. This raised the possibility that RNAi could be exploited in vivo for the targeting of disease-causing genes [@bb0430], [@bb0435], [@bb0440]. However, siRNAs are hydrophilic and cannot cross membranes on their own. Thus 'naked' siRNAs cannot reach target tissues in vivo. Moreover, siRNAs have a very short half-life in the circulation due to the presence of RNAse activity in blood. However chemically synthesized siRNAs and vector-encoded siRNAs may have improved molecular integrity in vivo, resulting in more stable delivery [@bb0440]. Indeed Bitko et al. showed that pulmonary infection in mice caused by respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) and parainfluenza virus (PIV) can be prevented with intranasal siRNAs [@bb0445]. Furthermore RNAi can inhibit neuropathic pain in a rat disease model by injecting siRNAs intrathecally [@bb0450] and can inhibit viral replication of many viruses in vitro and inhibits the survival and growth of tumor cells [@bb0455]. Resistance against RNAi in fighting viral infection has been documented indicating that a combinatorial approach against multiple conserved sequences is likely required to prevent the emergence of RNAi-resistant escape viruses [@bb0535].

Although siRNAs are potentially very useful and potent therapeutics against many diseases, delivery needs to be optimized [@bb0465], [@bb0540]. Optimal delivery of these small, hydrophilic siRNAs still remains a major challenge. The current focus is to prevent premature degradation of the siRNAs by serum nucleases [@bb0475] and to improve specific cell targeting and to maximize subsequent RNAi loading into the RISC complexes of the target cells [@bb0430]. Antibody molecules can be used to deliver siRNAs to specific target cells via cell-surface receptors [@bb0480]. Ligand-associated siRNAs also recognize specific antigens on the target cells and are taken up upon binding. Moreover several delivery vesicles like nanoparticles, viruses and liposomes are used to prevent degradation of siRNAs by serum nucleases. Attenuated viral vectors are also frequently used for siRNA delivery, because they provide stable source of nucleic acids for RNAi machinery. However, current siRNA carriers can be cleared by preexisting antibodies, opsonins, complement or coagulation factors [@bb0485]. Furthermore the viral vectors can insert viral DNA into the chromosomal DNA, causing genetic dysregulation [@bb0490]. Therefore artificial non-viral vesicles are preferred by some such as like lipid nanoparticles that appear very efficient in siRNA delivery. However, liposomes and lipid nanoparticles are also sensitive to be phagocytosed after binding with opsonins or complement factors [@bb0495]. Moreover siRNAs in lipid nanoparticles cannot easily escape from the endosome, which is necessary for loading of the siRNAs in the cytoplasmic RISC complexes [@bb0430], [@bb0490]. Polymeric nanoparticles can escape from endosomes but interact with serum proteins that can increase clearance. Furthermore these particles cause 'rupture' of endosomes that enhances endosomal escape but also leads to the co-release of cathepsin B, a strong trigger for undesired inflammation [@bb0490]. Polymeric nanoparticles may also accumulate in unintended tissues thereby limiting their effect on the target tissue of interest [@bb0490]. Because of these limitations, alternative more efficient approaches are still needed and under development. An attractive alternative approach for safe and efficient siRNA delivery in vivo even to tissues such as the brain is the use of endogenous cell-produced exosomes as (non-viral) delivery vesicles [@bb0120], [@bb0500]. A major advantage of naturally produced exosomes over lipid (nano) particles or viral-vectors is that they apparently can carry functional siRNAs and/or miRNAs across the blood--brain barrier [@bb0500].

RNA interference approaches to treat disease have gained much momentum in the recent years and have the potential to treat rare diseases caused by single genes in a cost effective manner. The major challenge is now to deliver the siRNA or miRNAs effectively to the target tissues. We propose here that basic knowledge of exosome biogenesis in combination with detailed understanding of viral delivery strategies may one day overcome this challenge illustrated by the elegant studies [@bb0500].

By discussing the current knowledge of naturally occurring RNA containing vesicles, known as exosomes and the viruses that seem to exploit them we hope to raise interest in the use of these vesicles for therapeutic RNAi delivery in the future. Still much is to be learned about how exosomes operate in vivo, their method of action, specific targeting and their kinetics. Indeed, large scale exosome production and isolation still remains a challenge and ultracentrifugation is time consuming that may hamper efforts to use exosomes as vaccines. Moreover the composition of exosomes is not fully elucidated especially at the RNA level and thus artificial production of these naturally occurring vesicles with complex composition may be more difficult than originally perceived. However, if one considers that the HIV genome is 9.8 kb and packaged within a vesicle similar in size to exosomes, one could potentially pack 500 copies of miRNAs in one single exosome. Balaj et al. estimated that one cell may produce between 10 and 30.000 exosomes a day, [@bb0505] one could imagine that production of exosomes carrying sufficient therapeutic RNA molecules is certainly feasible at large scale.

It is becoming apparent that cells do not secrete one but multiple subpopulations of exosomes that probably consist of distinct sets of proteins and lipids. Several important proteins, like tetraspanins, annexins and heat shock proteins are found in all exosomes and may have a 'core' function. However distinct tetraspanins may play an important role in target cells selection [@bb0510] but many details remain unclear. Viral proteins maybe used to enhance the uptake and delivery of exosomes by specific target cells as elegantly shown recently by Alvarez et al. [@bb0500]. Importantly, exosomes have already proven their biological relevance as cancer vaccines, whereby dendritic cell-derived exosomes can be used to induce immune responses. This is fully compatible with the idea that exosomes are candidate delivery vehicles for therapeutic RNAs. In addition, virus modified exosomes seem to exhibit potent anti-inflammatory properties, that when fully understood could be exploited clinically. Other intriguing possibilities are that targeted miRNA delivery via exosomes could be exploited for instance by overcoming drug resistance. For example, the overproduction of ABC transporters has been documented to cause drug resistance in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) [@bb0545]. The resistance in HCC due to upregulation of ABC transporter expression is mediated by the downregulation of several tumor suppressor miRNAs. Reintroduction of these miRNAs in the cancer cells may restore the drug sensitivity of these cells. Since there are several viruses that specifically target liver cells, it is not a stretch to engineer exosomes carrying a virus-derived targeting molecule specific for liver (cancer) epithelial cells carrying therapeutic miRNAs as cargo. In conclusion, these tiny vesicles may have a big future in drug delivery.
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